
Community-Led Service at EPL
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Thank you for having me here at QPLA



Overview of Presentation
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It’s such an interesting creature- our CLSP: on one hand, I hope to synthesize our model in 40 minutes, but among all staff at EPL, it is an ongoing practice. I’m going to share a brief historical overview, that led to the development and implementation of the CLSP and explain what CLSP looks like in practice.I’ll close things out with sharing specific challenges and successes we’ve experienced (and very proud to share that we have had many successes) as well as talking about where we foresee taking this into the future. 
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EPL is strongly committed to a Community-Led approach to library service. We are entering our tenth year of using this approach to serve the community. Every branch has a community librarian who works with the community to connect and consult with customers to understand community needs, identify and eliminate barriers to service, and set the direction of library services and policies. Community Librarians maintain high visibility, growing relationships with agencies, individuals, and organizations in order to plan meaningful, timely responses and evaluate outcomes. To be clear, Community-Led service is not the responsibility nor is it limited to Community Librarians. It touches every facet of EPL with the understanding that all staff members have a role to play within it. We'll talk about this more later on.
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I want to begin with a brief historical overview about the rise and formation of Community-Led service as we know it today. Pre-Community-Led Service Philosophy (Late 90s early 2000s)Research revealed that Libraries were not doing an adequate job of serving marginalized community members.  Some populations could benefit from the library’s services the most but take advantage of the services the least;  Today we call those the underserved populations. They are often, but not limited to marginalized members of society.For additional exploration on this topic, check out John Pateman’s research. 



In the beginning: 
Are Libraries Accessible to All?
John Pateman
Underserved populations: those 
individuals or groups who have the 
greatest potential to benefit from library 
services but take advantage of library 
services the least.
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Beginning with John Pateman, a Librarian from Britain who questioned whether public libraries really are accessible to all.  Through his research, Pateman found that in fact, public libraries weren’t doing a great job of serving marginalized community members. He noted that consistently there were populations who could benefit from the library’s services the most but take advantage of the services the least;  Today we call those the underserved populations. They are often, but not limited to marginalized members of society.



Community Development
Encourages the building of relationships 
between socially excluded community 
members and the library. 

Results in responsive and relevant library 
service.
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So from Pateman (and those doing similar research) we had the identification that libraries need to do better at serving their underserved. At the same time, as Community Development models permeated other areas of social service providers, the question became: Could a Community Development approach improve library service? In a  library context, “a community development approach encourages and promotes philosophies, strategies and empathies that build and strengthen relationships between socially excluded community members and the Library. At the same time a community development approach contributes to the growth of responsive and relevant library services and models that focus on library community connection” (Libraries in Marginal Communities: A Demonstration Approach)Essentially, applying a Community Development approach to library service seemed to suggest that it would result in programs and services that would be responsive to the needs of the Underserved. But how to take this theory and give it practical application?



Working Together Project
Community-Led Service Philosophy

“Systemic barriers are elements of library 
policy... that impede community members 
from having full and equitable access to 
libraries. Working to identify and dismantle 
barriers ensures a public library that is 
proactively providing access to all 
community members...”
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How to address this problem?In 2004 the Canadian government provided funds to investigate the potential of a more impactful approach to library service than the traditional model that was currently in practice. Four major Canadian libraries participated, and the project was spearheaded by Vancouver Public Library. The main objective was “to use a community development approach to build relationships and partnerships with the community, individuals and groups so that the Library could better understand what they wanted and needed from the institution. The hoped-for result was an  approach to library services that emphasized community consultation, collaboration and a willingness to change in order to meet community needs.”By 2007, the success the project experienced resulted in a new philosophy of library service, the Community-Led Service philosophy.It argued that: “Systemic barriers are elements of library policy or practice that impede community members from having full and equitable access to libraries. Working to identify and dismantle barriers ensures a public library that is proactively providing access to all community members, regardless of race, ethnicity, age, gender, economic position, literacy level, mental health, physical health, political view, or any other factor.”It is this philosophical framework that EPL currently employs in our approach to library service. 



Community-Led at EPL

2008: a big year for CLSP

• Community Development 
Librarian Intern

• Community Librarians!
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In May 2008, EPL hired a Community Development Librarian Intern to: Research best practices on community development and social responsibility, make recommendations for more inclusive and accessible approaches and develop recommendations for an ongoing community development strategy at EPL.Between Dec 2008 and Dec 2009, we created 18 new positions for community led work and modified current job descriptions to reflect the expectation that all Librarians are involved in community led work.  We had a commitment to placing a Community Librarian in every service point.   This level of commitment is unique in libraries.



Community-Led Service 
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Now that we understand the background and creation of Community-Led service, we'll go into the more detailed application of the framework. 



Community-Led at EPL

To work closely with community 
members, especially underserved 
populations, to understand the needs 
and the barriers they face in accessing 
library service; and create programs 
and services that respond to those 
needs and address those barriers.
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When we talk about Community-Led Service at EPL, we are talking about the framework we use to build relationships and to improve our ability to identify and meet community needs. Essentially it's that we work closely with community members, especially underserved populations, to understand the needs and the barriers they face in accessing library service; and create programs and services that respond to those needs and address those barriers.This slightly differs from the Working Together Project's definition of Community-Led Service in that EPL's application extends to anyone facing barriers to using library services – including marginalized populations, but also including others, like those who are simply not aware of the services we offer. EPL recognizes that barriers can exist for all community members and social marginalization should not be the only factor defining Underserved. This broad definition allows service points to prioritize based on their specific communities within EPL’s strategic and business plans and organizational mandate.�



Top 5 Barriers to Accessing 
Library Services
• Library Policies
• Fees
• Transportation
• Service Awareness
• Literacies
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Here are the top 5 barriers residents face in accessing library service in Edmonton:Library Policies: People have trouble understanding and navigating our policies Fees: People are afraid of, cannot always afford, and do not feel like they have options for paying fees. Transportation: People have difficulty getting to the library. Service Awareness: People do not understand what they can use the library for. Literacies: People lack literacy and digital literacy skills Wherever possible, EPL has made and continues to make decision that work towards addressing these barriers. A big example was to remove the cost for a library membership, even though it was common practice in Alberta at the time to charge a small fee. For additional exploration, check out Peter Maguire and Laura Winton’s report: The Top Five Barriers to Library Access and Recommendations for Eliminating those Barriers (2014)



Edmonton 
Underserved Populations
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• Geographically 
Isolated 
Communities

• Newcomers
• Seniors
• Teen Parents
• University Students

• Indigenous
People

• Youth At Risk
• People

Experiencing
Poverty

• Adults with 
Low Literacy Skills
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Here are Edmonton’s Underserved Populations. At a branch level, we prioritize services to these groups. 



Spectrum of Community 
Engagement
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When we talk about how much of an ability the community has to impact our priorities, it is useful to consider the spectrum of community engagement. On the far left side, you have a passive level where community has a minimal impact (as in – we will keep you informed)  to the far right where you the community has a great impact on decision making (as in – tell us what you want and we'll make it happen).  Through the community-led service, we generally engage in the middle at the participative level; local residents and organizations influence our priorities. That being said, through some of our Formal partnerships we may be engaged at the empowerment level, where we may work in shared planning and action with external organizations. Traditional library service tends to fall at the reactive level. There is community input, which may be through comment cards or survey results, but it tends to fairly limited. 



Community-Led Service vs. 
Traditional Service
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Let’s now shift directions and talk about how Community-Led service differs from traditional library service.



Planning
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To begin, let’s look at the planning process.As you can see here, it’s very much a top down approach. Staff review. Staff identify. Staff develop. It conjures an image of the librarian in an ivory tower, isolated.While there is an evaluation component, it is relatively superficial. As feedback is gathered only from library users, it can be challenging to determine how to effectively and positively impact non-users. Or really, to gain any insight into what non-customers need from their library. To illustrate this, let’s consider an example. Put on your Traditional Librarian hat and consider the question: What program should we offer at the library?Community Assessment: There are many newcomers in the community. Also, Circulation stats for learn to paint books have skyrocketed. A Paint Night may be a great program to offer as its something everyone can enjoy, regardless of English level. Needs Identification: There is no other place in town offering paint nights or painting lessons of any kind. Service Planning and Delivery: This is something that could be delivered by library staff at the library.Evaluation: Although none of the program participants were newcomers, attendance numbers were high and feedback from participants was overwhelmingly positive. In consideration of these factors, Paint Night was a success and a worthwhile program to offer again. It’s too bad more newcomers didn’t attend. So is this program really the best use of library resources? Why didn’t any members of the newcomer community attend? Is there something different that could have been offered to better serve these Underserved members of the community? To determine the answers to these questions, we must look beyond Traditional service.



Community Engagement
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Another difference between Community-led service and traditional library service is the extent to which community needs impact the library’s priorities.To illustrate this, let’s consider the spectrum of community engagement.On the far left side, you have a Passive level where community has a minimal to no influence (as in – we will keep you informed of the issues). An example of an organization that functions at this level would be an anti-smoking agency who advertises the health risks involved in smoking. On the far right side, you have the Leadership level where you the community has the greatest involvement in decision making (as in – tell us what you want and we'll make it happen).  An example of this would be a community league.As a Community-Led library, EPL engages in the middle at the Participative level; local residents and organizations influence our priorities, although ultimately the final decisions are still made by us.  That being said, through some of our Formal partnerships we may be engaged at the Empowerment level, where we may work in shared planning and action with external organizations to collaboratively plan. An example of this is Sing, Sign, Laugh and Learn.Traditional library service tends to fall at the Reactive level. There is community input, which may be through comment cards or survey results, but it tends to fairly limited. 



Evaluation

Resources: What are the demand on resources?

Outputs: What are the direct results?

Outcomes: How will lives improve as a result?

Impact: What is the consequence of the outcome?
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When it comes to traditional library service, success is often measured by quantitative factors – such as attendance figures, gate counts, etc. But the challenge of Community-Led is that it often presents its successes through qualitative values, specifically impacts, which can be hard to measure through traditional means. For this reason, we often evaluate community led service using a logic model (p. 45 in toolkit)We recognize that Community-Led success can’t be pre-determined; it can however, be measured at any point on a continuum from demand on resources to impact.Resources include staffing, financial, organizational resources. Evaluating the demand on resources will give an indication of efficiency and productivity.�Outputs are direct products of a program or event, such as the number of people in attendance.�Outcomes are changes in the behaviour of participants. For example, an outcome of a storytime program is that children develop early literacy skills. Outcomes may take time to achieve.��Impact often takes time and is a consequence of the outcome. For example, the impact of an early literacy program is that as a result of developing early literacy skills, a child does better in school  �



Community-Led in Practice:
EPL’s Community-Led Toolkit
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 Toolkit
 Handbook
 Barriers report

http://www.epl.ca/community-led/
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The Community-Led Toolkit is a comprehensive document created and curated for EPL staff. It contains detailed information about the theoretical and practical application of Community-Led service. And because we share, you can find it at the web address noted here. On the same page, there is additional resources to help build your Community-Led knowledge. This includes the Barriers Report which was mentioned earlier. 

http://www.epl.ca/community-led/


Everyone has a Role
• Executive
• Managers
• Librarians
• Library Assistants
• Pages
• Shared Services
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To help execute this framework, EPL has committed to employing a Community Librarian in every service point. This level of commitment is unique in libraries, even today. But to be clear, Community-Led service is not the responsibility nor is it limited to Community Librarians. At EPL, we’re a team.Our success hinges on the combined efforts of everyone. Every member of our team has the ability to help EPL meet the needs of Edmontonians to enable them to use our services to their full capacity. (highlight an example or two from each role, discuss specific role of orientee in-depth) Executive, Directors�• Provide leadership for the Community-Led Service Philosophy.�• Incorporate the Community-Led Service Philosophy into job descriptions and clarify expectations for Community-Led work.�• Incorporate the Community-Led Service Philosophy into managers’ and team goals.�• Evaluate the Community-Led Service Philosophy overall.�• Initiate, recommend and participate in formal partnership agreements.�• Recommend training opportunities and needs to the Learning and Development Manager.�• Establish service priorities in relation to Business and Strategic Plans.�• Work with collaborator organizations to explore opportunities to support our customers and remove barriers.�Managers�• Champion Community-Led work.�• Provide leadership around expectations for Community-Led work.�• Establish service point and department priorities in relation to system wide and community priorities, and manage community expectations and resources.�• Provide guidance and set the expectation that every staff member finds ways to be Community-Led.�• Undertake Community-Led work by identifying and building positive relationships with agencies/individuals/organizations to find ways to better support our customers and remove barriers.�• Communicate our Community-Led Service Philosophy to community members and manage expectations for Community-Led work.�• Foster an open dialogue about Community-Led by engaging colleagues in conversations about how they are connecting with our communities.�• Allow for flexible scheduling to accommodate Community-Led work.�• Define and share successes.�• Evaluate Community-Led work from the perspective of the community. (What difference did we make?)�• Support the Community Librarian in developing the Community Profile.�• Engage staff and set the direction by explaining the connection between our Strategic and Business Plans, shared values and Community-Led at EPL.�Library Service Coordinators�• Provide leadership and support for Community-Led service.�• Support staff in Community-Led work.�• Be as flexible as operationally feasible when scheduling to allow for Community-Led work.�• Maintain high visibility in the community.�• Connect with community groups inside and outside of the library walls, and share community feedback with your leadership team.�• Join your Manager, Community Librarian and Library Assistants on visits in the community.�• Share what you know about your community with your colleagues. (What difference did we make?) �Librarians�• Implement, practice and model Community-Led service.�• Communicate what Community-Led is to the community and to staff with a consistent message.�• Connect with community groups inside and outside of the Library, and identify and build positive relationships with agencies/individuals/organizations in the community.�• Maintain high visibility in the community.�• Evaluate Community-Led work from the perspective of the community. (What difference did we make?)�• Provide leadership in and out of the service point, and model desired behaviour.�• Create opportunities for Library Assistants to be involved in Community-Led work.�Library and Circulation Assistants (connect, remove barriers, outreach, share stories, participate)�• Ask questions of and brainstorm solutions with your Manager about how to connect with community members and remove barriers for customers.�• Talk to your Community Librarian and Manager about how to get involved in Community-Led work at EPL.�• Join your Community Librarian on visits in the community.�• Expand outreach visits and celebrate what is already being done. For example, after a YRCA presentation engage the teacher in a conversation about barriers students encounter when accessing the library and ask them what’s working well. Share what you learn with your Leadership Team.�• Empathize with our customers. Listen for what they really need; go beyond what they’re asking for.�• Share Community-Led stories with your colleagues. (What difference did we make?)�• Participate in community events like audience participation movies.�Adult and Student Pages�• Share stories and feedback from customers with your Manager and Community Librarian.�Shared Services�• Smile and say hello to customers every day; it’s just as important to build relationships with internal customers so they can pay it forward to our external customers.�• Be responsive to customer suggestions.�• Process all requests with care and speed, and support colleagues with clear and simple information.�• Support our culture of being open, friendly and Community-Led.�• Search for smart and intuitive ways to communicate with our customers.�• Be an advocate for the best interests of our customers in every piece of work you do or project your support.�• Troubleshoot issues you foresee that could potentially impact EPL’s ability to provide good customer service by bringing it to your Manager’s attention.�• Visit branches around the city on a regular basis to get to know the staff and their needs.�• Deepen your understanding of Community-Led at EPL by doing a job shadow of a Community Librarian.�• Learn one new thing a month about the diverse communities served by our branches. Yellow bookletOutreach �



Community Profiles
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Community Profiles are evergreen documents that serve to develop an understanding of the communities in a branch catchment area. They include such components as trends, service gaps, relationships, etc and act as a planning tool for the organization.EPL licenses products from Environics to improve organizational knowledge of who our customers are, who isn’t using the library, and the diverse values and interests held by Edmonton’s social groups. This takes the form demographic data, but also population profiles. This data is included in the community profiles with accompanying analysis done by the branch leadership teams. We have seen success using these tools to inform work. One such example, we identified a neighbourhood that had a low penetration rate for memberships. We used the profiles created by Environics to identify resident interests and then used this to strategically highlight relevant services at local community events. This resulted in the initiation of many new relationships, as identified through the increase in membership penetration rate.(Mention any Branch specific highlights/trends)



Community Relationships & 
Outreach
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Discuss Branch specific Community relationshipsWe talk a lot about outreach and that’s because it’s a big tool in our belts – it may be all that is required to address a barrier, or it may be used for relationship building. However, it’s important to note that it does differ from community development and that outreach for the sake of outreach is not desirable per se. Discuss Branch specific Outreach



Challenges
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• Setting priorities
• Saying “no”
• Outputs vs. outcomes
• Measuring impact
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Shifting Gears to Challenges and Successes- I will being with the challenges we have faced, and note that these challenges are still something that requires ongoing attention. For branches, teams, and the organization as a whole Setting priorities based on community profiles – understanding demographics and strengths, weaknesses and gaps in service within communities.Toolkit has participation evaluation checklistImportance of not always saying yes Outputs = numbers - outcomes = so what? Stories,  and changes in a person’s long term behavior or skill acquisitionMeasuring impact can take a very long time – for example – early literacy and skill development impacts high school completion which impacts employability and larger effects on society in generalWork Plan & Business PlanImpact affects behavior and attitude – heart triangle ??



Successes
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• More equitable access to EPL
• Access Card  
• Internet Only card  
• Mobile Hotspots
• Chromebooks

• Valuable contributors
• We are connecting with new communities 
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Connect and consult with customers and communities to understand their needs and eliminate barriers and set direction of library policies and services – by connecting with organizations that serve homeless and actually talking to homeless people themselves we learn that not having ID is a huge barrier for them to access the resources they need to improve their lives – example of how accessing a computer and learning how to use it can change a person’s trajectory – Stanley at SPWConnecting with child and family services indicated importance of youth in care having access to the library but without a guarantor willing to take on financial risk youth in this situation cannot get a library card.  Internet only card is a compromise because guarantor need not take financial risk while still allowing youth to access to EPL online resources and internet.Invited and requested to attend events – a broader range of organizations are now aware of EPL and contacting the library to ask for services and to ask how we can engage with their communities (recent example – community league play group seeking information about early literacy, Early Years Coalition seeking input from EPL for upcoming I am a parent conference, private sponsors of Syrian Refugees looking for support and guidance) Fort MacMurry – Lit Van exampleRefugees – pop-up librariesSome examples to share:Employment support – working with Alberta Works – connecting with unemployed or underemployed people in and out of the library to determine their needs.  Helped a man apply for jobs and talked to him for months to build a relationship before he acknowledged to me that he has a brain injury and is struggling to find work – through building trust and relationship and creating comfort he confided in me and I was able to direct him to “Employabilities”EYOC and EIFW – connect with residents to find out what materials they are interested in an what support they need – build capacity and trust inside so that when they return to outside communities they have awareness of available resources.   Las get materials for them for delivery



Literacy Vans
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Underserved populations: 5km from a public library (geographically isolated areas)epl2go offers many of the standard classes and events that are offered in-branch, in addition to special activities tailored to meet the specific literacy needs of the communities the van’s serve. The most frequent services that epl2go offers are Pop Up Libraries, seniors' outreach and programs for children. Occasionally, the literacy vans provide support for system-wide events, but these requests are rigorously vetted to ensure that the vans are operating within their mandate. Each van has (among other things): a storytime carpet, a tent, a bench, lawnchairs, an ipad kit, a tech bin full of chargers and adaptors, an inverter to power an onboard charging station, a cellphone, a laptop and an iMac, a portable projector screen, various toy, tech and puppet kits that are rotated on a regular basis, and lots and lots of sunscreen. The vans carry one bin of library materials for customers at our Pop Up Libraries, but these items are checked out at branches – we don’t have our own collection. 



Outreach Workers
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In 2011 EPL partnered with Boyle Street Community Services to launch an outreach program when an increasing number of people were seeking refuge in the downtown branch. Initially the program was supported by the provincial Safe Communities Innovation Fund. In collaboration with library staff, our three outreach staff (all registered social workers) work in and outside four branches, including the downtown branch. But their impact reaches well beyond the library’s walls.The program works to help and empower at-risk Edmontonians through literacy, education, connections and social support Social workers assist clients with housing, mental health assistance, assistance with addictions, employment support and even doctor’s appointments.  Some people might not access existing social services, but visit EPL knowing it’s a safe, friendly space. EPL was awarded a 2015 American Library Association Presidential Citation for the program, and has presented both nationally and internationally on the service.



Enoch Cree Nation
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Reservation land falls out of provincial library legislation so in fact there was no library service being provided to residents. Likewise, because they were not residents of Edmonton, they could not access EPL resources. We reduce barriers to accessing library services. Community librarians built a connection with Enoch Cree Nation, located west of Edmonton, by meeting with representatives from various organizations including schools and the health centre. The focus of these meetings was to encourage library card membership and spread the words about our services and resources. This started a relationship and helped create awareness of EPL and its services. To date, we have had many successful programs at the site:Metis Inter-generational Digital Storytelling –Enoch Headstart storytimeReading Rockstars, an 8 week after school programParent- Teacher conferences  Summer Reading Club presentationsVisits to the Enoch Health Centre



Support for Incarcerated 
Individuals
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Support for incarcerated individuals:Inmates of the Edmonton Institution for Women have access to library services by requesting items from EPL’s collection that will be selected by library staff and delivered by volunteers to their respective units.We also provide leased books to correctional institutions to support the books clubs run by GELA. The Community Librarian at CSD has developed a good working relationship with the EYOC and as mentioned, we are making headway with doing some work at the Remand. A unique program we have is the Escorted Temporary Absence program where an inmate, with a guard has come to the Jasper Place Branch to learn about library resources that would assist with her reintegration, primarily to enhance her digital literacy skills. 



Youth in Care
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Currently, Youth in care have many barriers in accessing library services. This is primarily tied to the difficulty they face in having a parent or guardian act as a guarantor on their account.We understand the importance of all youth having the ability to use the library's resources, as well as acknowledging that for youth in care ought to have the same opportunities available to their peers. That's why we are currently in the process of finalizing an agreement with Child and Family Services that will allow the ministry to act as a guarantor, thereby eliminating that barrier. The benefits of this are beyond simply borrowing materials, but in the bigger picture, the benefit is being treated equitably, respected and given the opportunity to succeed and finding a place of belonging that can last a lifetime.



Voices of Amiskwaciy
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Voices of Amiskwaciy is a digital public space that supports the community to create, share, discover and celebrate local Indigenous content online.With the support of Canada 150 grant funding, Edmonton Public Library (EPL) has worked to develop this initiative in consultation and collaboration with Indigenous communities and individuals in Edmonton. Voices of Amiskwaciy is a space owned by the Indigenous community.  Amiskwaciy is short form of amiskwaciy-wâskahikan which translates to “Beaver Hills” in Cree and refers to the Edmonton region.EPL has collaborated with Indigenous communities and individuals in creating and sharing stories and content on the site. We are continuing to work together to gather, create, host and share stories in the form of text, videos, sound files and images. Stories that can support learning, understanding and celebration of Indigenous Peoples. The values that underpin this initiative were formed through several community discussions and consultations, including a pipe ceremony led by Elder Wilson Bearhead. The process has been fluid and responsive to community feedback. This includes all development aspects of the website, programming, outreach and communications with Indigenous communities. With this guidance from Indigenous communities, this digital public space provides open access, tells stories that Indigenous people choose to tell.This project is just as much about process as it is the product. To create a digital space reflective of Indigenous communities, it was important to first learn and understand community perspectives, hopes, concerns and visions. To do so, we held five community consultations with Indigenous community members, leaders and organizational professionals. What we asked about:Sharing and Content: What kinds of content people wanted to share and see in this space and how this content should be shared and seen.Aesthetics: What should this space look like? How should people navigate through it? What kinds of imagery, colours and symbols should be included? How could we make the look of this site meaningful?Features: What kinds of features would be good to have on the site (Commenting, Tagging, Mapping Tools, Social Media Tools, etc.)?Impacts: What kinds of impacts and outcomes does community want to see for both Indigenous and non-Indigenous people?Project Name: What should this space be called?Concerns and Challenges: What concerns do communities have in creating and sharing content? What challenges and barriers might communities face in participating? How can we overcome these concerns, challenges and barriers?



Capital City Records
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Input from Edmonton’s music community shaped Capital City Records during the 2014 unconference YEG BandCamp, including the decision to put music curation in the hands of the community through our jury and to tell stories about music history, which we’re beginning to do with posters. The project was built as a response to not having venues that celebrate local music in the city of Edmonton.Capital City Records is Edmonton Public Library's first digital public space, created to celebrate Edmonton’s local music scene and its history. The collection includes some of Edmonton’s best local music produced in the last five years. Anyone can stream albums and, with a library card, you can also download the songs. The collection grows by approximately 100 albums a year, so stay tuned for our next call for submissions.Gig poster archive.



Into the future: assessing 
impact

31



Themes in assessment:

• Crucial but Fragile
• People Power
• Our staff make a difference
• Coffee and Donuts work wonders
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Into the future: assessing impact



Steps forward:

• Reassessing evaluation
• Planning with intentionality
• Measuring with purpose
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Into the future: assessing impact



Questions?
Chrissy Hodgins
Director Branch Services and Community Engagement

Chrissy.Hodgins@epl.ca
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